3. DOD Job requirement 8570/8140
There are many jobs that require certifications with the
most obvious being government employees who perform
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cybersecurity functions. DoDD 8140 was signed in 2015
and serves to establish policies and assign responsibilities
for managing the Department of Defense’s cybersecurity
workforce. The DoD still relies on the manual for the
original directive, DoDD 8570, which outlines the baseline
qualification requirements for information security jobs.
Until the updated manual for 8140 is developed and
approved 8570 will continue to be used. So what does this
really mean? If you want to work for the government, then
certification is required. Do not pass go. Do not collect
government dollars until you earn your certification.

4. More money.
Bonuses. Salary increases. Often certification achievement
comes with a significant bump in pay just for earning
the certification. According to its 2016 survey of 14,000
security practitioners globally, (ISC)², the certification body

Do certifications matter? There is a lot of debate about the

behind the CISSP, reported that the average annual salary

legitimacy of certifications, if they are worth the time and

among the security professionals surveyed in 2016 was

cost, and how they compare to other attributes including

$97,778. Non-member security practitioners reported an

years of experience or hands-on skills. The ultimate answer:

average annual salary of $76,363. This illustrates a nearly

yes, they matter. Here are the top 5 reasons to get that cert.

$20,000 difference as a benefit to being certified.

1. Validation of skills and capabilities

5. Career advancement

At a minimum, earning your certification(s) validates your

Not only do certifications potentially set you up for career

commitment to a career in cybersecurity. Regardless of

advancement in your current cybersecurity position,

whether you take a course or you study on your own,

but obtaining a new one could help qualify you for

there is a significant time commitment in studying

adjacent and more advanced cybersecurity roles within

for and taking a certification exam. Achievement of a

your company or organization. Career advancement is

certification showcases a level of commitment, diligence,

far more available with the right combination of letters

and aptitude giving you credibility as a cybersecurity

next to your name. It’s also important to remember the

practitioner. All else being equal, the candidate with the

education that comes with preparing for certifications.

certification is going to win-out.

The act of preparing for and passing certification exams

2. Screening mechanism for HR

speaks volumes to current and future employers.

and recruiters are rarely well-versed in cybersecurity job

Do you need another reason to
get certified?

competencies. These professionals aren’t expected to

Credibility. Career advancement opportunities. More

be experts in all the roles they fill but they are expert in

money. There is no question that there is value in earning

filling roles. According to Burning Glass, more than 33%

and maintaining certifications; however, certification

of cybersecurity job postings require a cert. If a role has

alone is not the final answer. At the end of the day, the

a required or even an optional certification requirement,

combination of certification and experience will benefit

then that busy HR professional is activating a key word

not just a security practitioner, but also the industry at

search that includes those magic certification letters –

large. Invest in your cybersecurity professional portfolio

CISSP, CEH, CISM, etc. If you want to accelerate your

and earn your certifications.

Let’s face it, HR and recruiting departments are busy

visibility to recruiters, then earning certifications is the
way to go.
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Cybersecurity Certification Training
We offer the industry’s most comprehensive cybersecurity training programs in an engaging
and interactive online environment. For us, providing cybersecurity certification training isn’t
just about helping you earn a certification – it’s about providing a foundation of the skills and
tools that you need to apply for the rest of your career. Whether you are just starting out or just
getting around to earning your certification, we have the training to fit into your life.

+ Our Methodology

+ Homestretch Tools

We know that the best way to pass an exam is to learn,

We provide every student with materials including summary

practice, and retain material for the long term— not just

videos, summary notes, and other helpful assets to finalize

cram for a test. Every Certify course is packed with tactics,

and cement core concepts leading up to the exam.

techniques, and tips to help you perform at your best.

+ Intelligent Technology

+ Superior Instructors
Our certified instructors are experienced cybersecurity

Experience a robust learning management system coupled

practitioners who will make test content memorable and

with engaging light board video content. The technology

authentic by tying it to real-world examples.

behind every Certify course supports both live-online and
self-paced training.

+ Domain Foundations

+ Enroll and Succeed
CyberVista’s programs include six months of access to the
course material and also include a Readiness Guarantee

Develop a deep understanding of the subject areas within

for added peace of mind. The guarantee allows for a FREE

your certification course. Leverage plentiful question banks,

retake of the course just in case life gets in the way.

on-demand videos, and a performance tracker to track your
level of understanding.
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